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 JUNE MEETING - June 17, 2011  
 THE TELEPHONE  CITY 

TIME: 6:30PM  LOCATION: Robert Hall Originals    138 Sugar Maple Rd. St. George 

     

 

 Our meeting will be our annual potluck 

dinner at 6:30 pm at Bob and Betty Parry’s 

shop in St. George. Bring a hot or cold dish, 

KFC, salad, relish tray, buns, dessert and 

your plates and cutlery. Drinks will be pro-

vided.  Arrive early as Bob and Betty have 

also welcomed the members to browse their 

shop before our dinner. A short business 

meeting will follow our dinner. After our 

meeting Bob will demonstrate his new lapi-

dary equipment, an Inland lapping machine, 

an all in one lapidary unit. For those who 

have not seen his pewter studio he will be 

happy to take members on a guided tour to 

explain the art of pewter casting from start 

to finish.   Lets have a great turnout for our 

last meeting of the season! 

Front Page: (Top) Our May guest speaker Karen Fox (CGA) demonstrates to Susan Wakeley and Brooke Gage the use of 

a light to help identify gemstones. (Left) Dawn Gage gives mini talk to (President John Moons) and club members about 

club trip to Stones and Bones Museum in Sarnia.  (Right) Jenny Jones with Herkimer diamond in hand (photo by Bill 

McIlquham) (see article on Herkimer fieldtrip on page 4).  

A SUMMER MESSAGE FROM THE  PRESIDENT. 

Now that the summer finally has arrived , it is time to write a little note. 

We have had a very successful season so far.  Our meetings have had great speakers and also very good atten-

dance numbers. It  is always a satisfaction to see a good turn-out at an event. 

Our show in April was just  great. We had a very good  crowd  and  everybody  was  there  to  help.  Even  our  

workshops  do  well.   And  that  is  what a society like ours is all about.  We join a club to meet  people with the  

same interests.  We exchange ideas,  stones,  minerals etc.  and we really enjoy it.  When we compare our club 

to other mineral societies,  we do quite well.  And of course it is up to the board to keep it going that well with 

the help of all the members . 

Now we go into the  summer and  we take  it easier with the club events, the board likes to wish  you a great  

rock hunting season.  We hope you have a safe hunt with lots of treasures and of course in the Fall we would 

like to hear all your crazy rockhound stories. 

                                                                      Your  president ,    John  Moons 
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THE TELEPHONE CITY CRYSTAL 

COMING EVENTS 2011 

June 18 Niagara Peninsula Annual Gem & Mineral Show and Sale  Sat. 10-5 in conjunction with Berries & Blossoms

-Lincoln Family Festival  New Location: Beamsville High School, 4317 Central Ave. Beamsville. Features: 

Rocks, minerals, fossils,; kid’s exhibits; lapidary demonstration; Mega door prize; gem & mineral identifi-

cation and inspection Admission: Donation at the door. Free parking   Directions: QEW to Beamsville     

Ontario St. exit; travel south. One block after John St. turn left on May St., high school is straight ahead 

June 25-26th Gneiss Guy Minerals and Fossils Warehouse Grand Opening!  

Sat 10-5; Sun 10-5  

Selling Wholesale and open to the public. Come check out our many specials on our opening day.  

BBQ each day from 12:00 - 1:30  

820 Gartshore St. Unit #19 Fergus, On N1M 2W8 (Located only 1 hour from Toronto)  

Contact: Ken Dardano 519-831-3093 or gneissguy@bell.net  

July 15-17 29th Annual Sudbury Gem and Mineral Show “Northern Ontario’s Largest Gem, Mineral, Fossil, Bead and 

Rock Craft Show and Sale”    Fri. 5-9 PM Sat. 10AM - 6PM, Sun. 10AM - 5PM Carmichael Arena, 1298 

Bancroft Drive across from Minnow Lake; 1 km south of the Kingsway (Hwy. 17 east) 

 Admission: Adults $4, Seniors $2, kids 6-12 $1, kids under 5 free with adult. Features: Dealers; displays; 

demonstrations; door prizes; silent auctions; kid’s activities; mineral identification; video theatre; fieldtrip 

Sun. at noon; BBQ; free handouts and literature; outside dealers/swap area Sat. 11am - 4 pm; prospectors 

and metal displays; free parking 

July 25 15th Annual Bancroft Gem and Mineral Show; Sun 10am-4pm; Bancroft Legion Hall, Station St.; Adults 

$2.00, Children under 12 free Contact alrocks16@yahoo.com 

Jul29-Aug1  47th Annual Rockhound Gemboree and 8th Annual Stonecarver’s Show; Thurs 10-7; Fri. 10-7; Sat. 10-7; 

Sun 10-5; Bancroft Arena and Curling Rink Bancroft, Ont.; Adults $7.00; Seniors and children 6-12 $5.00 

Children under 5 free; Family and multi-day passes available   Contact 877-410-1513 or 

www.bancroftdistrict.com/gemboree.php 

Aug. 20 Rockhound Family Day,  Saturday, 10am to 4 pm at Robert Hall Originals, 138 Sugar Maple Rd, St. George 

Events: Giant Silent Auction (bring your items to include in the auction! Bidding begins a 11am &1pm 

(10% commission) , Free Rock Swap (bring a table and set up your treasures, contact us to reserve your free 

space) BBQ 11-1, Kids’ Loonie grab bags, Kids’ Fossil dig, “Rock Buddy” craft for kids - free Mineral iden-

tification, Explore outside rock piles Contact 519-448-1236 or www.roberthalloriginals.com 

Sept 17-18 “Wonders of the Earth” - The 43rd Scarborough Gem & Mineral Club Show 

 Sat. 10-6, Sun 11-5 Don Montgomery Community Centre, 2467 Eglinton   Ave. East Scarborough ,On        

Admission: $5, Children $1   Contact Gem& Mineral Club of Scarborough scarbgemclub@lycos.com       

Website: www.scarbgemclub.ca  

FIELD TRIPS 2011 

Dates to be determined - Marmoraton Quarry, Marmora;  Peter Russell Rock Garden, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, 

Guelph Quarry, Guelph;  Bancroft area & mines     Faye & Kathy - field trip leaders - Brantford & KW Clubs 

mailto:gneissguy@bell.net
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 THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL Fossil of a giant ant found in North America 

06/05/2011 7:33:48 PM CBC News  

The fossil of a gigantic ant, similar to ones that lived 50 million years ago in 

Europe, has been found for the first time in North America. 

Some scientists believe it is a new species. 

The winged queen ant collected in the Green River Formation in Wyoming is 

"about the size of a small bird - about the body mass of a small bird as well," 

said Bruce Archibald, the Simon Fraser University researcher who identified 

it. "It's pretty impressive." 

 

Archibald, who specializes in studying fossil insects, is lead author of a paper 

about the ant published this week in Proceedings of the Royal Society B. The 

fossil had spent some time in a drawer at the Denver Museum of Nature and 

Science in Colorado, where there were no fossil insect experts available to look 

at it. When Archibald visited the museum, curator Kirk Johnson decided to take advantage of his expertise and showed him 

some unidentified specimens. Archibald realized one of them closely resembled giant ant species that lived in Germany dur-

ing the same period, the Early Eocene.  No such whole fossils had been found in North America before, although a fossil 

wing, belonging to a different species, had turned up in Tennessee, Archibald said.  The new North American species was 

named Titanomyrma lubei and is believed to be closely related to the German giant ant species. The climate in both Ger-

many and Wyoming during the Early Eocene was hot and steamy "like the kind of heat you'd find today in Panama or Cen-

tral America," Archibald said. The similar fossils on both sides of the Atlantic suggest giant ants somehow travelled between 

Europe and North America. On one hand, that was plausible because there was a land bridge near Greenland connecting the 

two continents. There was just one problem - it wasn't very hot there. "The mystery is how [they] could have passed through 

this temperate climate region," Archibald said. A closer examination of climate patterns in the Arctic shows that there were 

brief periods of global warming during the Early Eocene when the climate may have reached tropical temperatures. A 

physiological gate of climate could have opened periodically and allowed tropical adapted organisms to pass between conti-

nents," Archibald said. 

Similarly, he said, recent reports of dragonflies in northern Canada, where they haven't been seen before, suggests that in-

sects can expand their ranges in response to climate change in a very short amount of time. 

On the long weekend in May a daring group of rockhounds ventured out to brave the long lines at the border to go the Her-

kimer New York, to go the the Ace of Diamonds Mine in search of the beautiful Herkimer Diamond.  We were greeted by 

fellow Herkimer hunters Bill and Anne who have their own claim at the mine and are the proud recipients of some very 

large and beautiful stones.  We were informed that like last year Bill and Anne would host a BBQ for us and when I men-

tioned to Bill that there was about 28 of us he replied "there's actually about 40"  I was surprised as I did not think that 

many were going from our club, but what my mind did not know was that we were to be joined by people from the London 

club, a couple from Sarnia and some people from the Buffalo club.  It made for a large but enjoyable night of getting to know 

others with the same interests as us.  I did not find a great deal but my husband, Marcel did however by utilizing the sit and 

smack method by which you sit on a rock or in your comfy camp chair gather some rocks you think may be wack worthy 

and well wack them.  This actually produced good results with quite a few finds.  I tried this method but could not wack 

them right or did not find the right kind of wacking rock and so proceeded to go "walk about" looking for stray Herki-

mer's.  I fell at one point and if any of you have ever fallen and no one sees you, you quickly make it look like you meant to 

do it by quickly looking at and picking of rocks.  Then when no one is looking you get up and brush yourself off.  I fell once 

more sitting in my camp chair of all places, doing the Artie Johnston thing from Rowan and Martin’s Laugh in (kids will say 

WHO) and slowly the chair and myself fell over sideways as I was going to pick up another rock.  This one I could not cover 

up as people were around and saw me.  Rest assured I did not get hurt but there were many falls this trip, one member slid 

down on her bum another fell although I am not sure of the particulars, another fell scraping her forearm and shin, one fell 

hitting the back of her head on a rock, and a very nice gentleman ran over with an ice pack for her, and still another one fell 

earlier in the week and hit her mouth on a rock requiring 12 stitches.  Even though their were cuts, scrapes and bruises (not 

to mention injured dignity) we all had a good time and have stories to tell as well as war wounds.  But as someone once told 

me when we were amethyst mining "you have to leave a little DNA behind for future generations to prove you were there". 
See you at the meeting 
Kim LeBlanc rockhound 

Herkimer Trip - May Weekend    (by Kim LeBlanc) 
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dary purposes, but much of it is extremely colourful 

when cut and polished. If you are not successful in find-

ing agates, remember that there are many rock shops 

throughout Montana which sell Montana Agate and 

finished Montana Agate jewellery. 

One such rock shop is Harmon's Agate and Silver Shop 

located in Crane, Montana. The quality of the agate and 

the finish on the finished products is first class. They 

have rough, cabochons, and carvings in many price 

ranges depending on the quality of the agate. 

 

Grading "Field Run "Montana Agates 

Don't expect every agate you find to be a good one. Fol-

lowing is an estimate of the various grades of Montana 

Agates as found in the field ("field run"). 

• 20% to 25% of all field run Montana Agates are clear, 

with no markings or inclusions. This does not always 

hold true, for sometimes some of the "clears" when cut 

or broken have bands or dendrites that were not visible 

when candled. 

• 25% are of tumbling quality, that is, agates with few 

markings, badly fractured or off color. These are used 

for crushing and for slabbing to use in plastic embed-

ment and other ornamental uses. Some of this grade is 

good cutting quality, for this grade contains some stones 

that cannot be candled properly and sometimes contain 

stones of better quality than examination would indi-

cate. 

• 35% are of good gem quality for slabbing and making 

cabochons. 

• About 15% are top grade or super grade quality. 

• As for dendritic agate, about 5% of field run agates 

are of the d e n d r i t i c type. 3% of these are of small 

dendrites or "salt and pepper" as this type is locally 

called. 

About 2% are of the better quality that produce the 

trees, bushes, sunburst or sunflower design. 

The majority of Montana Agates of gem quality are 

banded, ribbon and coloured with no dendrites . These 

agates with the colors of red, brown or orange and often 

a combination of colors in clear or translucent agate 

make beautiful top quality cabochons, 

especially if the stone contains some dendrites with the 

colors. 

The top grade dendritic or "spot agates" are usually 

sold by the individual stone rather than by the pound. 

These are the stones that are used for best quality jewel-

lery and for specimens. 

The figures given 

are approximate 

and sometimes 

vary but as a 

whole the percent-

ages given are 

fairly accurate. 

Montana Agate is 

one of the state's official 

gemstones, and good 

quality pieces are highly 

prized. Specific localities 

at which Montana Agate 

can be found are virtually 

impossible to present 

since it is generally 

widespread throughout 

eastern Montana. It occurs primarily in terrace gravel 

deposits high on the hills above the Yellowstone River 

and its tributaries, as well as in the sand bars within the 

streams themselves. 

The terrace deposits above and adjacent to the rivers 

and streams are often not easily accessible because 

they mostly occur on private land. Be sure that permission 

has been obtained from the landowner before collecting 

there. Members of the Yellowstone Agate Club in 

Miles City, the Glendive Rock and Hobby Club in Glen-

dive, and the proprietors of rock shops in towns along 

the Yellowstone River may be able to provide information 

concerning areas that are accessible. 

Finding agates involves a careful study of the gravels 

as one walks over them. The blue-gray color and 

translucency of chalcedony usually identifies an agate. 

Agates found in the terrace deposits frequently possess 

a "whitewashed" appearance but this is not necessarily 

a criterion for spotting agates since many of the siliceous 

rocks such as jasper, quartz, and even petrified 

wood have the same coating. Most of the agates that is 

found will lack the beautiful patterns and designs of 

prized agates, but here is where perseverance pays off. 

Continuous searching is what finds quality agate. 

Since the gravels within streams and rivers are constantly 

shifting and being reworked, these are probably 

the best areas to search. To do this, however, one must 

often "float" the rivers or streams, and unless you are 

skilled at floating rivers, this can be hazardous. Certain 

precautions and preparations are also necessary, and it 

would be wise to check locally before taking such a venture. 

It is suggested that you again contact any one of 

the rock clubs or rock shops in towns along the Yellowstone 

River east of Billings. Floating the river allows one to 

search the many sand and gravel bars along the shore as 

well as those exposed in midstream. Searching here for 

agate can be difficult, however, since moss and algae some-

times coat the rocks as high water subsides in late spring. 

One should also keep in mind that others will be searching 

for agate in this fashion, and therefore the earlier in spring 

or early summer one can begin searching, the better. Once 

access has been gained to either the river gravels or terrace 

gravels success merely depends on your skill in recognizing 

agates. The agate-bearing gravels also contain boulders and 

cobbles of fine red jasper and petrified wood. 

Like the agate, not all of this material is suitable for lapi-

THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 
UNDERSTANDING MONTANA AGATE 

By Paul Frye via Tidewater Prospector 
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 THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

WHAT IS SUGILITE? 
Sugilite (soo-ji-lite) is a by-product of manganese mining. 

It is a potassium sodium lithium 

iron manganese aluminum sili-

cate. Sugilite can range in color 

from lilac (light purple) to a very 

dark purple. Most of the material 

found today is opaque. Sugilite 

that is translucent is highly 

prized. The black areas in Su-

gilite is the Manganese. 

Occasionally you will find some 

blue areas, which are Richterite 

(an extremely rare mineral). The 

orange/brown areas are Bustamite. 

Sugilite does not form well shaped 

crystals and is found in large mass. 

Sugilite forms in syenite, a rock 

that was created through volcanic 

activity deep beneath the earth's 

surface. Material that is 

dark purple and translucent (resembling grape jelly) is the 

rarest of the material and is sometimes faceted. The hard-

ness is 6-6.5 on the Mohs scale. 

Where is sugilite found? 

Sugilite was originally found on Iwagi Island, Shikoku, 

Japan. It has also been found in Canada, India, and South 

Africa. The only cutting grade material has been found in 

South Africa. 

Does it have a history? 

Sugilite has had other trade names such as Royal Azel, 

Royal Lavulite, Purple Turquoise, Gem Sugilite, and 

Royal lazelle. Sugilite (soo-ji-lite) was first discovered 

in 1944 in Japan by Ken-ichi Sugi, a Japanese geologist 

who specialized in rock formation and composition. 

This first discovery was in sand form. The specimen 

that professor Sugi found was a light brownish yellow 

and not as appealing as the prized sugilite on the market 

today. The second known occurrence of sugilite came in 

1955, when a single dark-red ore specimen with pink crys-

tals across its surface was found in central India. However, 

this specimen was not identified as sugilite until many 

years later. The great discovery of the mineral did not hap-

pen until 1975 when sugilite was discovered in large quan-

tity. A thin, but bright magenta band of sugilite ran 

through a core sample obtained at a manganese mine in 

the small town of Hotazel (lovingly referred to as Hot-as-

 

hell due to the climate) in the Kalahari Desert of South Af-

rica. 

This first discovery there was a low grade ore but significant 

for the size of the deposit. The major deposit of gem grade 

sugilite was found in 1979 at a depth of approximately 3200 

feet below the surface. This deposit yielded between 10 and 

12 tons of material. This is the only deposit that was found to 

produce this grade of material. Because it has been found 

only in one limited deposit, gem quality sugilite is considered 

collectible. 

This material made its way into the gem market in 1981 at 

the Tucson Gem and Mineral Show. 

Sugilite started making its debut in Southwestern jewellery 

and started being referred to as "Purple Turquoise" because 

of the patterns it often has, even though there is no relation to 

turquoise chemically, and it was often paired with turquoise 

and coral for the complimentary colors. 

What are its uses today? 

Sugilite has become very popular with jewellery designers 

because it is appealing in colour and is so distinctive from 

other stones. Since it comes in fairly large pieces, it can make 

very impressive, one-of-a-kind designer pieces. Faceted stones 

have been cut from the rare gel of this material. Phenomenal 

carvings have been made from this stone too. It also has 

found a place in Feng Shui as the stone that assists in mind-

body connections. It is also sought after as a collector's stone 

due to its limited supply. 

How is it cut? 

Sugilite isn't difficult to cut. Sugilite will leave your hands 

and water white. If you have a lot of manganese or bustamite, 

your water will get brown or dark when cutting the other 

associated minerals. The material is mined with explosives, 

just like pietersite, most jaspers, and some other materials. 

This causes fracture lines throughout the material. This is 

also caused because 

of the way the material was formed and the depth they ac-

quired the material. Lots of pressure at those depths. Nice 

pretty white lines throughout the Sugilite are usually fracture 

lines and should be stress tested by trying to break it by hand 

or cut out. Sugilite takes a good polish. I have found that Ce-

rium Oxide (French Cerium) or Sapphire powder (Alumina) 

work very well. 

(Article supplied by T. Fosberg) Found in: Unconventional Lapi-

darist http://www.UnconventionalLapidarist.com 

via Chip and Lick 1/05 Photos from Delaware Mineral Society 

1. Winners of our May mineral of the month draw were Darren Gage and Glen Wright 

2. Get well’s go out to Phyllis C., Carl Banfill and Bob Parry 

3. No club meetings or workshops in July and August. 

4. Future meetings: September: Katharine LaHay;  October: Phil McCausland -Meteorites;                          

November: Tom Iannelli from Baffin Island Iron Corp.; December: Christmas Potluck & Peter Russell   

CLUB NEWS 
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 THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

2011 EXECUTIVE 

PRESIDENT: JOHN MOONS PHONE            519-752-9756    EMAIL:  campell.moons@sympatico.ca 

VICE PRESIDENT: KAREN WARD   905-525-0779  karenpward@sympatico.ca 

TREASURER: DARREN GAGE   519-758-8426  darren_gage@hotmail.com 

SECRETARY: KIM LEBLANC   519-442-7372  marcell@execulink.com  

SHOW CHAIR 2011-12: BOB PARRY  519-448-1236  robert@roberthalloriginals 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR: ROGER CAMPBELL 519-442-6542  roger.camp@sympatico.ca 

SOCIAL: SUSAN WAKELEY   519-752-7690  suewake28@rogers.com 

SOCIAL: CARRIE GAGE    519-758-8426  darren_gage@hotmail.com 

PROGRAM: BABS KISIEL-PENNELL  519-751-3247  basis10p@hotmail.com 

FIELD TRIPS: K. LAHAY & FAYE MEADOWS 519-725-4678  fayemeadows@rogers.com 

CCFMS REP.: KAREN WARD    905-525-0779  karenpward@sympatico.ca 

CCFMS REP:  BABS KISIEL-PENNELL  519-751-3247  basis10p@hotmail.com 

LIBRARIAN: RUSS McCRORY   905-389-6525 russelldavid.mccrory@sympatico.ca 

WORKSHOP: BRAD McCLELLAND  519-751-3141 

VARISCITE : When working variscite, remember that it is heat sensitive. Don’t get it too hot when dopping and avoid 

overheating when polishing and use plenty of water when grinding. If you’re using a polishing compound other than dia-

mond for your final polish, be careful not to let the heat build up too much. 

WORKSHOP HINTS  ( Via Rollin-Rock 11/10) 

Black petrified wood, when polished has no resemblance to wood at all. It looks like a plain black polished stone. You can 

highlight some of the beautiful grain structure by bleaching it. Soak the cut and sanded pieces in household bleach for 2 to 

4 weeks, replenishing the solutions when needed. When the desired grain contrast has been obtained, remove the pieces, 

since and polish. Some extremely interesting pieces can be obtained by this method. 

DROP OF WATER TEST FOR TOPAZ: Quartz and topaz are not easy to separate by eye, and are sometimes im-

possible when the quartz is a true topaz color. There is a big difference in price between the two and anyone describing 

quartz as “topaz”, however innocently, may well be in trouble. Topaz is quite a different mineral, which is harder than 

quartz. Because of this, a drop of water will not spread on topaz but will spread on quartz. Clean the stone as effectively 

as possible with a cloth or handkerchief to remove all trace of grease. It must be dry before the test. Then place a spot of 

clean water on it with a thin glass or metal rod. On stones with a hardness of less than 7 on the Mohs scale, the water is 

dispersed. On harder stones it will remain a globule. The harder the stone the more rounded will be the globule. 

from Rollin-Rock via Rock Chipper via Rock Chip Reporter 11/97 

SEE INSIDE STONES: See inside stones before faceting by immersing them in oil of cinnamon or oil of cassia. These 

are sold in most drug stores. Their refractive index is near that of most gemstones, so surface irregularities of the stones 

will vanish and you can see flaws and inclusions. 

It’s Apparent: What is the difference between a bald man, a prince, an orphan, and a monkey’s mother?    A bald man 

has no hair apparent...A prince is an heir apparent...An orphan has nary a parent...A monkey’s mother is a hairy parent.  

(Farmer’s Almanac 2011) 
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 HOW TO SPOT A GEOLOGIST 
Geologists are “scientists” with an unnatural obsession with 

rocks. Often too smart to do boring monotonous sciences 

like chemistry or physics, geologists devote their time to 

mud worrying, volcano spotting and high-risk colouring. 

One of the main difficulties in communicating with geolo-

gists is their belief that a million years is a short amount of 

time. 

Consequently, such abstract concepts as “Tuesday Morn-

ing” and “Lunchtime” are completely beyond their compre-

hension. 

To spot a geologist in the wild, look for: 

• Hand-lens, compass, pen-knife, handcuffs etc. tied round 

neck with string. 

• Someone explaining to airport security that a rock ham-

mer isn't really a weapon. 

• Someone who considers a “recent event” to be anything 

that has happened in the last hundred thousand years. 

• Someone who licks and/or scratches & sniffs rocks. 

• Someone who eats dirt and claims to be "getting an esti-

mate of grain size" 

• Someone who will willingly cross an eight-lane interstate 

on foot to determine if the outcrops are the same on both 

sides. 

If you remain unsure, ask the subject to draw an annotated 

diagram of a trilobite. A true geologist will immediately 

reach for their waterproof notebook -- this is your opportu-

nity for escape. -- Excerpted from DVESScapades 01/07 

Mailing address: 1 Sherwood Drive, Brantford, Ont. N3T 1N3     Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca 

THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

Editor's Blues 

I'd like to write a story of the big geodes you found,  

And of the friendly campsites and the stories that abound,  

Of your trips to far-off places and the famous folks you 

met. 

But all there is to fill these pages is the news I DIDN'T 

GET. 

What is new at the old diggins'? Does that polish really 

shine? 

Have you tried a new location? Have you visited the 

mines? 

I'm not after your gold nuggets, as I sadly sing the blues. 

Top Photo: Agate Art  produced by Bob Parry 

Bottom Photo: Betty and Heather Parry arrange mineral 

specimens for May Open House at Robert Hall Originals 

FROM YOUR EDITOR: I would wish all of our members a 

safe and happy summer,  great rockhounding and pleasing 

weather. On behalf of the executive I would thank all the 

members who attended meetings, assisted at our show, joined  

in on our fieldtrips and all those who were instrumental in 

putting together a great first half of 2011.  I would especially 

thank our President John Moons for his leadership in guiding 

our club to being a successful Society over the past few years. 

A special thanks goes out to Brad McClelland and Russ 

McCrory for many years of service at our workshop. They 

spend many hours at Woodman to teach lapidary to new 

members.                               Have a wonderful summer!  

http://www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca/

